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Dear House Staff Council: 

I am very interested in and have devoted a good part of my professional life thinking, writing and talking about the gamut 

of the doctor – patient relationship and the mission we have as physicians.  Following is a proposal I would like you to 

consider as an ongoing series for all interested House Staff.  It my hope that this series will help re-enforce in us the 

meaning and privilege of what we do.  Rachel Remen, has called this” Recapturing the Soul of Medicine”. (See attached) 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts about this tonight.  Thank you. 

A proposal for a seminar series for MSBI GME on  

Foundations of Healing…discussions on  

aspirations to care and our privilege of caring 

Moderated by  

Michael R. Berman, MD, MBI, FACOG 

 Premise 

 “The physicians of the Hippocratic era called medicine “The Art.”  They knew that the care of their fellows was an act of 

creativity. They also recognized that each patient and his or her physician form a bond that is unique unto itself.  That 

bond is the foundation upon which healing takes place. The bond's formation and maintenance is the fundamental aspect 

of “The Art,” no less a creative act than is healing itself.   It goes beyond the notion of mere empathy and sometimes 

comes very near to being a form of love.”  (Sherwin Nuland in Parenthood Lost).  The goal of this seminar series is to 

present and discuss our thoughts on why medicine is our chosen profession and the personal and professional; intrinsic 

and extrinsic; rewards and challenges; inherent in its practice. 

Methods 

When:  Monthly or bi-monthly seminars / discussions based on readings similar to a journal club. 

Audience: All interested 

Discussion Leadership: Faculty Member, Residents, Fellows, Students. I will kick off series -Seminar 1-with the 

following topic: 

Seminar 1  

When We Cannot Cure 

Personal thoughts on the ultimate challenge to the bond of patient with doctor ( Including personal narratives about caring 

for some of my patients) 

Abstract 

In the 21st Century, despite the exponential availability of new technologies, there exists a paradox that such technologies 

succeed only for some. We as physicians have been granted by oath and by ethic the privilege to examine and treat, to 

counsel and advise our fellow human beings while using these technologies, but we must recognize and heal those 

‘unspeakable’ losses evident when medicine and technology can longer treat and the physician can longer cure. This 

presentation and discussion will explore the challenges that we in the health professions encounter daily and suggestions 

on how a patient-centric, humanistic approach to the care of all patients can promote healing when we cannot cure.  


